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ON MARCH 13, 1971, SIXTEEN MEMBERS of Agrupación Abdala, a Cuban exile student organization, staged an unexpected act of civil disobedience at the United Nations Headquarters in New York. Taking their name from a dramatic poem by independence hero José Martí, the young Cubans made their way to the chambers of the Security Council, posing as sightseers and following the route of regularly scheduled tours. When a guide asked visitors if there were any questions, the students—men and women—quickly fell into rank, declaring their intention to occupy the room until they could speak to a high-ranking UN representative regarding the plight of political prisoners in their homeland. Chaining themselves to the chairs from whence, less than ten years prior, superpower diplomats had squared off during the Cuban Missile Crisis, the group held its ground for several hours before being forcibly removed and arrested.

More than age and protest tactics set Abdala members apart from predecessors in Cuban exile politics. In the first edition of its monthly newspaper, *Abdala*, published one month after their UN demonstration, the organization not only lambasted Cuba’s “Marxist-Leninist dictatorship,” but took potshots at exile brethren with a history of allying with the U.S. government:

Against us, the “champions of democracy” will rise. Those that speak about Latin America with a check from the CIA in their pockets. Those that modified the Monroe Doctrine, changing it into “Latin America for the North Americans.” Those that dream that upon returning to Cuba, they will be received at the airport with a car and a furnished house so that they can go and save the homeland.

Such sarcastic criticism of an older generation’s sense of entitlement, acquiescence to U.S. meddling, and historical paralysis only continued. “For many, Cuba only exists in the past,” wrote Abdala founder Gustavo Marín Duarte, “but we must not forget that if we want to be free we have to incorporate ourselves into the present in a combative and energetic form.”
Indeed, while mainstream exile culture had become imbued with increasingly commercialized iterations of an idealized “Cuba of yesterday,” Abdala boldly claimed a stake on the Cuba of tomorrow. “The Future Will Be Ours!,” their chief slogan declared.

This essay assesses Abdala’s trajectory from its founding in January 1968 through its demise in the 1980s, exploring unique features of the group’s activism and heterodox ideological profile. With somewhere between two hundred and three hundred affiliates—spread, at the organization’s peak, across eighteen delegations in the United States and abroad—Abdala injected new blood, energy, and a dose of progressive iconoclasm into stagnated exile political discourse. And yet, in most studies of the Cuban diaspora, the organization has been neglected or grouped uncritically with other anti-Castro groups of the era. A closer look at the distinct shape and targets of Abdala’s political engagements offers fresh insights into the contentious inner history of the Cuban community in the United States, too often cast by Miami boosters as a unitary story of resilience, adaptation, and shared anti-Communist struggle.

Overshadowed in popular and scholarly memory by the upheavals of the Cuban 1960s, the 1970s provided a unique incubator for Abdala’s rise to prominence. Histories of the émigré community tend to treat the decade as an interlude, wedged between the founding waves of post-revolutionary exodus and the Mariel boatlift in 1980. As this essay reveals, however, the 1970s represented a critical juncture at which the political and cultural center of Cuban exile life cracked at the seams. As hopes of returning to the island fizzled away and a new generation came of age, pressures toward assimilation coupled with the rise of détente conspired to unleash a wave of not only intra-communal polemic, but also domestic and international violence. Abdala grew directly out of these clashes, controversies, and fractures, denouncing those who had given up on the cause while flirting with extremist forms of political militancy marking the era.

The invocation of “fracture” here is not incidental. Taking a wide view of American cultural history, historian Daniel Rodgers has recently characterized the 1970s as a period when “strong metaphors of society [began to be] supplanted by weaker ones,” when “imagined collectives shrank” and an “era of disaggregation” took hold. Abdala’s resilient long-distance nationalism arguably reflected the proliferation of identities, immigrant and otherwise, accused of imperiling U.S. traditionalists’ notions of national character. Yet from within Cuban exile circles, too, the 1970s proved a decade of mounting...
divisions, as already delicate claims to unified community consciousness struggled to hold amidst new rifts and tensions.

By way of foil, then, this essay also introduces Abdala’s chief rivals: the left-leaning intellectuals gravitating around the journal Areito. Areito contributors became infamous for daring to accept the Cuban Revolution on its own terms, forging ties with Puerto Rican nationalists, and even traveling to Cuba to see the Revolution’s results firsthand. Both groups, though, shared common criticisms of their forebears along generational lines. As young people unburdened by direct implication in the calamitous events of the early Cuban 1960s (like the Bay of Pigs Invasion), abdalistas and Areito members alike showed a free hand in denouncing their parents’ misguided faith in Washington. Abdala, however, bitterly accused U.S. officials of selling their parents’ generation up the river once containing and not toppling the Castro government became a sufficient policy end in their eyes. If Areito took inspiration from U.S. leftists long defending the Revolution’s right to exist, Abdala forged a sui generis, albeit at times contradictory, anti-Communist anti-imperialism—born of détente-era frustration yet drawing on Cuba’s historic nationalist canon. Committed on paper to replacing Fidel Castro with their own project of progressive nationalism, Abdala urged fellow Cuban exiles to free themselves of imperial patrons increasingly disposed to negotiating with former enemies. Achieving such lofty goals, however, would prove easier said than done, as internally, the group struggled over tactics and the expediency of certain alliances.

Such polemics made palpable the exile community’s own “age of fracture,” as suggested. Yet underneath Abdala’s project, paradoxically, also lay a profound search for wholeness—a rejection of “minority” ethnic politics and an embrace of nationalist roots. In this way, the organization not only complicates ingrained portrayals of generically “right-wing” exiles tied to Washington’s hip; it blurs the arbitrary lines dividing “Cuban” from “Cuban American” histories in the first place. While some exiles began deploying the concept “Cuban American” strategically during the 1970s, Abdala’s dual rejection of Washington authority and a hyphenated identity placed the group squarely in the little explored anti-Communist, though, as we will see, not neatly conservative, borderlands of Latino/a and Latin American politics. The group’s story, then, compels us to take seriously alternative, expatriate, even self-fashioned “revolutionary” projects conceived on the margins of the Cuban Socialist state, while also evidencing tensions between processes of ethnic ascription and sustained homeland identification common to all
migrant communities. Relative to literatures on U.S. ethnic mobilization in the 1960s and 1970s, meanwhile, Abdala adds a peculiar anti-Communist twist to histories of nationalist, broadly anti-imperialist youth militancy documented by other scholars.

ROOTS

Gustavo Marín Duarte’s political education began at home, under the influence of his father. An accountant and professor at Havana’s Villanueva University, Gustavo Marín, Sr., had welcomed the onset of the Revolution in 1959 like many middle-class professionals frustrated with Cuba’s bankrupt Batista Era politics, rural poverty, and wider history of stillborn national aspirations. Yet despite being swept up in the spirit of reform pervading all corners of Cuban life, and even landing a job at Cuba’s Ministry of State, Marín, Sr., soon grew disillusioned with the radicalization of government policies, signing a declaration ratifying the expulsion of allegedly pro-Communist students from Catholic Villanueva in late 1960. As part of the roundup of an estimated 100,000 suspected anti-Castro fifth columnists in the days preceding the April 1961 Bay of Pigs Invasion, Marín, Sr., was arrested. Released several months later, the erstwhile civil servant quickly found his way out of the country. Within two weeks, a thirteen-year-old Gustavo, too, boarded a plane headed north.

Marín Duarte’s early life experiences parallel those of other future contributors to Agrupación Abdala. As young witnesses to the confrontations of the early Cuban 1960s, abdalistas saw their childhoods interrupted when parents rubbed up against intensifying revolutionary orthodoxies and decided to take their families abroad. Yet while many of their elders may have sympathized with the Revolution in its pre-Socialist, “olive green” phase (lasting through early 1961), what most linked participants was not class or political inheritance, but a profound experience of cultural and historical uprooting. Like other members of the so-called “one-and-a-half generation” (born in Cuba but raised partially in the United States), Abdala’s leaders grew up navigating the mores of an adopted country alongside the inherited traumas and political commitments of their parents. Often conscious of the ways history had happened to them as children, many clamored as young adults to make history of their own.

Coming of age in or near New York City during the 1960s and 1970s no doubt left a particular mark on the organization’s founders. Miami, of course, was the undisputed capital of Cuban exile life, home to well over half of the
800,000 Cubans residing in the United States by 1980. The greater New York area came second, with more than 150,000 Cubans spread across New York and New Jersey, especially Hudson County (bordering the Big Apple). And yet, while bearers of a shared anti-Communist torch, founding abdalistas simultaneously drew from their unique surroundings to distinguish their work from the tight Miami enclave’s ideological norm. Early members gathered weekly at the Woodstock Hotel, a once-luxurious midtown establishment converted into a seedy single-room occupancy hotel (SRO) and union haunt. Outside its doors, writes author Jonathan Mahler, the “quasi-socialist city, with the great free higher education, rent controlled apartments, lots of jobs for the working class—was dying.” Abdalistas, though, bore traces of that fraying ideal, attending public universities like Hunter College (as Marín Duarte did for postgraduate work) and linking up with activist forces struggling to mount a defense of city institutions and labor rights as the mayor’s office teetered on the brink of insolvency. Over the course of a decade, Abdala leaders forged lasting ties with not only Harlem-based civil rights leader Bayard Rustin, organizer of the March on Washington, but also the Young People’s Socialist League (YPSL)—the youth wing of the Socialist Party of America (later, Social Democrats USA), with roots in anti-Stalinist, pro-labor, democratic Socialist currents in American leftist thought. Women, while outnumbered in Abdala’s leadership, would play much more than supporting roles, bucking the gender dynamics of exile organizations past. In contrast, moreover, to Cuban Miami’s fabled professional and middle-class “miracle,” early abdalistas—predominantly white—explicitly rooted their organization’s image in blue-collar experience, drawing both on their own parents’ economic struggles in the United States (irrespective of prior class origins in Cuba) as well as the emergence of the Tri-State Region as an important center of working-class Cuban émigré settlement, particularly after the mid-1960s. Indeed, though Abdala eventually would establish one of its largest branches in Miami, the organization’s heart remained in what members called the Zona Norte (Northern Zone), with persistent racial tensions, rising crime rates, and massive public service failures (like the 1977 New York City blackout) as backdrop.

Ultimately, New York’s hardscrabble, economically depressed 1970s landscape inspired little confidence in U.S. potential or American influence abroad—especially with Vietnam lingering in the shadows. Whether experienced from outer-borough neighborhoods like Jackson Heights, Queens (where Marín’s family settled), or working-class suburbs like Elizabeth and Union City, New Jersey, the wider malaise hitting New York City catalyzed
for abdalistas, more than anything else, a sizeable turn away from the affairs of the adopted home toward the dreamed-of redemption of the homeland. The story of Abdala, then, muddles still influential characterizations of the so-called one-and-a-half generation as key cultural brokers on the path to immigrant adjustment and bi-cultural accommodation. As early as 1970, an admittedly novice short story published in Abdala’s ephemeral magazine, Revista Abdala, cast the death of one exile family’s son in Vietnam (on the same day that the father receives approval of his application for U.S. citizenship) as a tragic wake-up call for renewed Cuban nationalist commitment. Blunt as the narrative device may have been, the message was clear: exiles should embrace, not shun, their island origins.¹⁷

FORWARD TO THE FUTURE, EXORCISING THE PAST

As founder and polemicist-in-chief, Marín Duarte led the way, immersing himself in the writings of famous Cuban essayists during visits to Spanish-language bookstores.¹⁸ Among the works that proved influential was Dialogues about Destiny, a terse, penetrating diagnosis of Cuba’s pre-1959 economic and cultural dependency on the North by Italo-Spanish biologist, doctor, and anti-Franco exile Gustavo Pittaluga (resident in Cuba from 1939 until his death). First published in 1954, the book would be reprinted in revolutionary Cuba in 1960 as an effective sounding board for national ambitions at the time.¹⁹ Equally noteworthy was historic nationalist intellectual Emilio Roig de Leuchsenring’s Cuba Does Not Owe Its Independence to the United States (1950), a primer on the struggle for Cuban independence in spite of U.S. imperial impositions in the late nineteenth century—also reprinted several times during the revolutionary era.²⁰ In this way, Abdala’s public profile came to reflect a serious intellectual engagement with the dominant motifs of Cuban nationalist thought pre- and post-1959: effective independence, economic and political sovereignty, and sacrifice for the greater good.

Admittedly, the organization’s founders may have been more intellectually precocious than rank-and-file members happy to find a network of young people with common cultural backgrounds, experiences, and a vague interest in connecting with their roots. “Abdala’s parties,” remembers one Cuban woman growing up in New York at the time, “were famous.”²¹ Friendships, even marriages, originating in Abdala circles outlasted the organization’s existence. To raise money, group members arranged communal car washes, organized pay-at-the-door dances, and convinced beloved émigré comedian
Guillermo Álvarez Guedes to give pro bono performances. Predictably, and simplistically, published articles railed against American “hippies” and Communist sympathizers as one and the same.22

Still, whatever the social function of the group’s activities for its growing base of affiliates and casual hangers-on, Abdala’s compelling mix of associational life, political militancy, and vaguely countercultural aesthetics (e.g., invocations of Latin American protest song, poster art, even a stray Kurt Vonnegut reference) recalled the broader swirl of overlapping influences characterizing the Latin American and U.S. New Lefts.23 Indeed, while the group’s anti-Castroism could warm the hearts of the most trenchant Cold Warriors, Abdala crafted a fascinating ideological admixture more amenable to the center-left. Programmatic documents envisioned a future republic with agricultural cooperatives, nationalized public utility and natural resource companies, and a banking sector free of foreign control.24

As the organization expanded from its origins in New York into a network...
of delegations spread across college campuses throughout and beyond the United States—including chapters in Spain and Puerto Rico—leaders strenuously rejected accommodation with the proverbial anti-Communist middle ground.25 Again and again, Abdala’s fifty or so core cadre lambasted members of Cuba’s ancien régime and historic political class for their passive consent to, or worse, complicity in past patterns of Cuban political corruption and external submission. “Those who lived from dirty business during the years of the past Republic,” they warned, “those who gambled with the fate of the nation could try to do it again.”26 Rather than buying into phony glorifications of the past as idyll or the false sense of security afforded by anti-Castro boilerplate, Abdala urged young Cubans in exile to question so-called community “leaders” allowed to speak in their name.

To put such forward-looking attitudes into action, abdalistas naturally needed to marshal collective memories of their own. Thus, while the group’s demands at the UN in 1971 reflected the steady emergence of “the political prisoner” as a uniform subject of exile attention beyond individual detainees’ prior affiliations or actions,27 it was no coincidence that they staged the demonstration on a March 13. It was on that date in 1957 that members of a militant student organization, the Directorio Revolucionario Estudiantil (DRE; both a rival and later ally of Fidel Castro’s 26th of July Movement), launched a failed series of commando attacks in a brazen plot to assassinate then head of state Fulgencio Batista in his office. Though the martyrs killed that day were duly incorporated into the revolutionary government’s sanctioned pantheon of heroes after 1959, Abdala, too, claimed the DRE’s school of direct action as its own, inscribing various protests within a wider legacy of Cuban student activism unfairly sanitized and monopolized, they believed, by Castro government institutions.28

In these respects, Abdala’s political platform echoed several significant, though often forgotten, sources of left-leaning exile thought in the 1960s. For a number of years, anti-Communist partisans of the DRE (breaking ranks with those who had allied with Castro after 1959) had run an active, anti-Castro branch of the organization in exile, albeit supported by the CIA. Later, the simple, inexpensively made magazine Nueva Generación, first published in 1965 as “The Voice of Cuban Youth,” raised suspicion in conservative corners for its insistence on recovering a “humanist” progressive tradition. Réplica, too—a Miami newspaper founded in 1963 by Max Lesnick, former youth leader for Cuba’s populist Ortodoxo Party in the 1950s—foreshadowed Abdala’s combination of anti-Communism and reformist nationalism.29
And yet, Abdala’s views went beyond the liberalism of a Lesnick or the understated, literary profile of a Nueva Generación. In articles like “Why We Are Revolutionaries,” abdalistas not only attempted to recover a category, revolucionario, seemingly tainted for most exiles by its association with Fidel Castro. They also sought to revive a vocal, previously influential strain of nationalist, non-Communist militancy in many ways defining Fidel Castro’s 26th of July Movement during the late 1950s. “Cuba needs a Revolution, not a revolt,” they argued. “Revolution means destroying unjust, oppressive structures and building a new order. . . . [And if] we do not prepare to face the constructive phase that comes immediately [following Fidel Castro’s defeat], we will incur the same errors of past eras, wasting the hopes of an entire people.”30 The nature of these past mistakes, in Abdala’s view, was clear. “Cuba’s is a revolution murdered by the two great failures of our time,” Marin Duarte wrote passionately in September 1971:

The representatives of a middle class incapable of comprehending the message of the true revolution; those that never sat at the table of the black man or the farmer and now take portraits of themselves in his embrace, and call him brother and the great hope [proeza] of the future. And [secondly], the communists, the merchants of hate and deceit, who ride upon the backs of the poor with their flags of destruction and death.31

Notably, run-of-the-mill, if vitriolic, condemnation of Cuba’s Communists comes second in this passage, almost as an afterthought. The open-ended denunciation of false revolutionaries, on the other hand, seems to target a diverse cast of characters, notwithstanding a somewhat instrumental (and, for Abdala, rare) invocation of anti-racist ideals. By formally allying with the Castro government’s ideology, Marin implied, opportunistic individuals had found ways to maintain past privileges. Yet equally worthy of reproach were those armchair reformers (perhaps even abdalistas’ own parents) who, too easily in the past, and again in the exile present, paid lip service to the concerns of the common man. On paper at least, Abdala’s ideology bore little resemblance to that influential strain of exile thought focused primarily on Fidel Castro’s violations of democratic process over and above demands for rapid social reform. A moderate, comfortably middle-class lament for the gradualist “revolution betrayed,” theirs was not.32

NO STRINGS ATTACHED

Yet another distinguishing feature of Abdala’s ideological platform was the depth and consistency of its criticisms of the United States. Many sectors
of the Cuban exile mainstream had come to bitter conclusions about U.S. hypocrisy by the dawn of the American “Me Decade.” Still, by drawing on anti-imperialist readings of Cuban history before the Revolution, abdalistas proved unique in the degree to which they indicted predecessors for having ever gotten into bed with the Americans in the first place. The FBI, for one, appeared to take Abdala’s anti-American credentials seriously enough, at one point having an informant pose as an Abdala militant willing to sell weapons to members of Vietnam Veterans Against the War in the lead-up to the 1972 Democratic National Convention in Miami Beach.33

In some ways, Abdala partook of a broader anti-Communist, anti-Washington sentiment slowly percolating across U.S. Cuban communities in response to a litany of perceived American betrayals. From blown air cover and backup at the Bay of Pigs to a suspicious pledge not to invade the island during negotiations over the Cuban Missile Crisis, the list of exile militants’ grievances against their erstwhile political benefactors had grown substantial. Never mind that the White House had never promised to send in the Marines in 1961, or that the spirit of the famed (and phantom) “Kennedy-Khrushchev Pact” of October 1962 had been almost immediately ruptured by a series of failed covert initiatives to bring the Cuban regime to its knees (Operation Mongoose). As the Kennedy and then Johnson administrations gradually began reining in the actions of exile groups not operationally subordinate to CIA mandates—and then eliminating material U.S. support for exile subversion altogether—mainstream Cuban opinion in the United States saw a community being progressively left in the lurch.34

The move toward global détente and Kissingerian realpolitik only seemed to confirm the exiles’ worst fears: when push came to shove, the White House had bigger fish to fry—or, as one political cartoon of the era put it (fig. 3), “El Tío [Uncle Sam]: Ni me saca del lio, ni me cruza el río” [He won’t get me out of the jam, nor will he get me across the river].35 The beginnings of U.S. withdrawal from Vietnam, Nixon’s announcement of plans to visit China, and, later, the negotiation of an Anti-Hijacking Accord with the Cuban revolutionary government in 1973 (following the attempted diversion of over ninety American planes to Havana between 1968 and 1973, mostly by U.S. radicals) all seemed to augur the unmooring of American interests from firm anti-Communist commitments.36 As rumors flew in 1972 concerning alleged White House negotiations with China and the Soviet Union, Abdala joined forces with ideologically disparate exile groups to organize a six-thousand-man “March for Cuban Sovereignty” in front of the White House. The pre-emptive message in light of apparent U.S.
vacillation?: Cuba’s future would not be negotiated in Washington; going forward, Cubans, and only Cubans, should be free to deal with their own problems.37

And yet, while disparate voices in Cuban America grafted a gradual convergence of their exile identities upon shared narratives of Communist and U.S. victimization since 1959, Abdala’s leaders tended to see recent acts of treason through a wider historical lens. Students of the island’s

Figure 3: Anti-Communist Anti-Americanism from Zig-Zag Libre, a satirical newspaper widely read among Cuban exiles (1973). Courtesy of the Cuban Heritage Collection, University of Miami Libraries, Coral Gables, FL.
troubled past under a profound U.S. shadow, abdalistas insisted that pre-revolutionary Cuba had been “mediated politically, alienated economically, and humiliated socially”—not only during the most clearly interventionist period of U.S. dominance under the Platt Amendment (1902–1934), but also throughout the post-Platt Amendment years (1934–1959). The use of Cubans as expendable pawns in a greater play for global power, therefore, did not strike the organization’s leaders as a Cold War, Kennedy, or even Nixon Era invention. On the contrary, such treatment appeared consistent with a deep record of U.S. meddling and obstructionism in island affairs, with disastrous consequences for Cuban political culture. “One of the most destructive effects of the Platt Amendment,” the newspaper’s editorial board noted in 1973, “had been the forced political dependence of the first years of the Republic.” “But even worse,” they continued, “was the fact that after the abrogation of said Amendment [in 1934], a mental dependency remained that has plagued our struggles for a better Cuba ever since”—a not-so-subtle swipe at exiles’ predominant modus operandi in the 1960s.

Abdala thus attempted to distance itself from attitudes, personalities, and legacies in exile politics smacking of submissiveness to great power manipulation—“Plattismo” in Cuban historical jargon. Because of an ingrained “political-psychological” deference to U.S. power, the organization alleged, it remained common to hear exiles submissively affirm “without the Americans, nothing.” A truly “independent mentality” meant “understanding that like 1,500 men on the beaches of Cuba twelve years ago”—a reference to the Bay of Pigs—“we are alone.” While showing a certain reverence toward the men who risked their lives during the CIA-organized debacle, the group dared to call veterans of the escapade “naive” and “gullible,” breaking commemorative taboos.

Further, Abdala made a point to emphasize that its opposition to Fidel Castro stemmed not from his nationalization of “U.S. interests,” but from his willingness to serve as a “puppet of global Soviet aspirations.” If such arguments ignored the internal, grassroots logics accompanying Cuba’s radical transformation, as well as substantial sources of friction between the island and Moscow that made Havana anything but a straightforward Soviet “proxy,” the organization was nonetheless distinct in marrying this assessment to a powerful denunciation of U.S. power. At one point, members not only canvassed their neighborhoods and campuses with flyers reading “¡Abajo los Imperialismos!” [Down with Imperialisms!]; they also called for the elimination of foreign military forces on the island—both possible Soviet submarines at Cienfuegos Bay and the U.S. Naval Station at Guantánamo
Bay. No wonder Abdala’s leaders were drawn toward ideologically disparate political currents within and without the United States—the aforementioned YPSL, strains of the anti-Somoza Sandinista movement in Nicaragua, even the IRA and the PLO—representative of a militantly anti-imperialist, anti-Communist, and/or simply nationalist politics they themselves hoped to embody. In the case of Puerto Rico, however, despite stated sympathy for the island’s right to become independent, nationalists’ ties to revolutionary Cuba—particularly within the island’s Popular Socialist, or Communist, Party—made any collaboration a bridge too far. Outright hostility between both groups prevailed as a result.

In the end, Abdala’s criticism of the United States even went beyond the alleged hypocrisies of superpower détente. In some abdalistas’ views, the U.S. government had not only forgone any reasonable moral leadership on the international stage; Washington from the start had conspired to prevent Cuban exiles from continuing to identify as such. Describing the programs of financial and resettlement assistance offered to Cuban arrivals in the United States since the 1960s, one editorial characterized such comparatively red carpet treatment as a ploy to induce Cubans desperate to return to a free Cuba into accepting the new social system to which they had been introduced, putting aside their demands relative to the Cuban problem in order to orient them towards a new American life. In this new life arose the regime of materialism and convenience that has kept most Cubans ignorant of the realities and struggles for the re-conquest of our homeland.

If the argument bordered on ingratitude and conspiracy theory, the effects of time, work, resettlement, and previous exile failures were real enough: a slow turn on the part of many Cubans in the United States to the practicalities of life in a new country, if not straightforward “melting pot” integration. For Abdala members clinging to the hope of active anti-Castro struggle and committed to rejecting the temptations of acculturation, exiles who preferred to “spend $50 on a Saturday night to go to a party, buy a color TV, or a new car” could hardly justify still calling themselves Cuban.

VIOLENCE AS NECESSITY

Talk, of course, was one thing; putting published ideas into practice proved quite another. As we have seen, Abdala devoted a good part of its associational life to diverse forms of consciousness-raising. Public
actions—whether chaining themselves to the Statue of Liberty, participating in a “March of National Reaffirmation,” or shouting down Cuban diplomatic officials at public appearances—sought to bring attention to the anti-Castro cause or directly oppose perceived Castro regime propaganda. National congresses and retreats provided occasions for not only bringing new recruits into the fold, but organizing letter writing campaigns to the island. In addition to its newspaper (published for fifteen years), the organization ran a clandestine radio broadcast beamed toward island listeners. And yet, very much like the exile mainstream they often criticized, abdalistas also employed tactics resembling the butt of a contemporary Miami joke: “Here in a democracy, we have the right to not permit communists to speak.” In 1972, for example, thirty Abdala members infiltrated an exhibition of “Communist” Cuban cinema in New York City, releasing concealed mice and stink bombs to cause panic in the theater.

Indeed, far from consistent practitioners of peaceful protest, Abdala’s leaders saw violence—within Cuba, above all—as a necessary, unavoidable tool in the long struggle against Castro’s tyranny. But rather than a straightforward or simply nefarious impulse of a trans-historical “Cuban right,” this position grew out of a particular triumvirate of overlapping influences: the dilemmas of the détente era; alleged betrayals of U.S. leadership; and the group’s knowledge of the violent, arguably terroristic actions that had characterized Cuban insurgent politics in the 1950s.

The broad outline of exile violence in the 1970s is well known. By mid-decade, exile militants linked to various small groups—some led by embittered former U.S. military and intelligence assets from the 1960s—had accumulated a considerable record of attacks on Cuban diplomatic, commercial, and, infamously, civilian targets. Most notoriously, on October 6, 1976, a bomb aboard Cubana Airlines Flight 455 exploded while the plane was in mid-air, killing all seventy-three passengers on board. Bomb detonations and outright assassinations also hit closer to home, targeting émigrés who supported rapprochement with the island or who were alleged to have abused the community’s trust. Between 1973 and 1976, more than one hundred bombs detonated in Miami alone, and in 1975, Abdala’s newspaper reported that the city of Miami had claimed the third highest number of bombings in the world the previous year, exceeded only by Belfast and Buenos Aires. Jimmy Carter’s moves to improve U.S.–Cuban relations after taking office in 1977 (lifting the travel ban and opening embassy-like U.S. and Cuban “Interests Sections” in Havana and Washington) only increased
the perceived justification for going rogue. By decade’s end, Miami had cemented its reputation as “terrorist capital of the United States.”

Tracking Abdala’s contacts with, let alone precise involvement in, such secretive activities remains a tall order. Abdala’s leaders no doubt harbored sympathy for “nationalist” exile organizations working actively to assault Cuban government targets and said so openly in their published literature. We know, too, that sometime after October 1973, one contingent of the group—convinced of the need to “internationalize the war” in Cuban hands—joined the so-called Frente de Liberación Nacional de Cuba (FLNC; Cuban National Liberation Front). Unified less by political philosophy than a belief in the necessity of sustained anti-Castro action, the FLNC would claim responsibility for bombings at Cuban embassies in Mexico, Jamaica, and Spain over the course of late 1973 and early 1974. One Abdala member, Leonardo Viota, served as spokesman for the group in Miami. According to FBI informants, moreover, Marín Duarte himself took part in a raid on a pair of Cuban government fishing boats in October 1973, and he considered a plan (never realized) to attack a Cuban consulate in Canada in early 1974. Other FBI memos report the existence of a particularly active underground Abdala cell in Puerto Rico that same year, allegedly responsible for bombing two theaters (for showing Cuban films) and a Mexican airline office.

Whatever one makes of these reports or their accuracy (and, indeed, often it is impossible to tell whether informers were reporting on firsthand

Figure 4: Student militancy, on a bumper sticker: “Not one more minute on our knees” (no date). Courtesy of the Cuban Heritage Collection, University of Miami Libraries, Coral Gables, FL.
knowledge or hearsay), it may be necessary to distinguish the actions of specific Abdala circles from the activities or knowledge of the organization’s membership as a whole. Abdala’s initial participation in the FLNC, interviews reveal, not only was undertaken without informing or receiving the consent of the group as a whole; it also provoked the resignations of several early leaders who were apprised.59 For the readership of its newspaper, meanwhile, the organization maintained a public posture of denial.60 Without explicitly acknowledging Abdala’s ties to the FLNC to his broader rank and file, Marín justified FLNC actions in a 1975 speech as a valuable tool for garnering short-term recognition of Cuban exile belligerency.61 Some of those in the know, however, clearly doubted the chances of success in an environment where Abdala was presumed—correctly as it turned out—to be infiltrated not only by the FBI but also Cuban intelligence.62

Even Marin himself acknowledged that such a strategy could not substitute for genuine insurrection on the island in the long run. Thus, as FLNC affiliates continued acting outside of Cuba’s borders, expanding their range of targets to include more non-Cuban and plainly civilian entities, the political costs of getting into business with other militants grew.63 In early 1976, FLNC head Frank Castro—a Bay of Pigs veteran—united with noted exile and former CIA contact Orlando Bosch to form the terrorist front Coordinación de Organizaciones Revolucionarias Unidas (CORU; Coordination of United Revolutionary Organizations).64 It is widely thought that CORU is responsible for the unsolved bombing of Cubana Flight 455 that October. Former Abdala members today firmly deny any affiliation with the group (despite some Cuban sources alleging the contrary), and Abdala’s own newspaper, significantly, featured a long piece criticizing the Cubana attack.65 Still, even if Abdala’s leaders broke ties with the FLNC relatively quickly (as early as November 1974, according to one FBI report),66 the decision to make common cause with such a group for a time no doubt muddled the organization’s claims to progressive bona fides. Infamously, several FLNC members went on to collaborate with the intelligence services of Chile’s Pinochet government—a regime Abdala opposed on social-democratic principle.67 Later, FBI informants implicated René Fernández del Valle—former secretary of propaganda for Abdala in Puerto Rico and later suspected CORU action cadre—in a number of terrorist plots against Cuban and pro-independence Puerto Rican targets.68

What remained unique, however, was the Abdala leadership’s evolution away from the most extreme manifestations of violent exile action precisely at the time (the mid- to late 1970s) that Cuban exile violence writ large
was on the rise. If little could be done to prevent onetime members from developing parallel networks and questionable associations on their own, within the organization, the legitimate parameters, targets, and pacing of violence do seem to have been up for debate. Thus, while Abdala never renounced the need for “revolutionary” action in the long run, a 1977 article dismissed Cuban exile terrorism as the “consequence of the CIA’s training of hundreds of Cubans who now do not see any other way to achieve their aspirations”—a relic, in other words, of the era of exile dependence rather than an autonomous or viable path to anti-Castro victory. By the early 1980s, Marín Duarte would argue publicly that the only legitimate attacks were those aimed against clearly Cuban military targets on the island. “It is there, within Cuba,” he idealistically asserted, “where we must forge the coming insurrection.”

ENEMIES CUT FROM THE SAME GENERATIONAL CLOTH

Abdala’s relationship to one prominent set of exile voices targeted for attack—those gathering around the leftist journal Areíto—only serves to confirm the organization’s persistent distinctiveness. First published in April 1974, Areíto brought together a unique network of Cuban young adults profoundly marked by interactions with the U.S. New Left, the Civil Rights and anti-war movements, and Puerto Rican nationalism at campuses from Gainesville, Florida, to New York City and San Juan. Mentored by the mixed-race intellectual and former Nueva Generación contributor Lourdes Casal, writers for Areíto echoed Abdala in seeking to break free of the right-leaning political mores and nostalgic passivity of their forebears. The present increasingly demanding these activists and young scholars’ attention, however, was what one Areíto editorial pragmatically labeled “the concrete Cuba that exists”—revolutionary Cuba, that is, where the apparent consolidation, stability, and Third World reputation of Cuban Socialism by the mid-1970s seemed to demand, at the least, a more objective effort to better understand its origins, inner life, and ostensible sources of legitimacy.

For most Cubans in the United States, abdalistas included, open flirtation with revolutionary Cuba represented nothing short of heresy. While not devoid of a critical or analytic spirit, Areíto’s identification with the Havana government became increasingly full-blown as the 1970s progressed, placing its authors squarely in the crosshairs of diverse exile constituencies. Worse, group members directly indicted their elders’ supposed sacrifices
on their behalf. Phrases like “they sent us off to an unknown country” not only conjured a collective sense of loss and incurable alienation; they transmuted the generic claim of “forced” migration at the center of prevailing understandings of exile identity into a stinging condemnation of their parents’ choices. The response, needless to say, was swift. As early as 1975, Eliseo Pérez-Stable, brother of Areito editorial board member Marifeli Pérez-Stable, complained to the FBI after finding a pipe bomb outside his Miami apartment.

Animosity only increased as members of the Areito group began traveling back to the island to explore revolutionary society for themselves. Most prominently, in December 1977, key contributors organized and participated in the initial fifty-five-member Antonio Maceo Brigade (or BAM, the Spanish acronym), the first contingent of Cuban exiles to travel to the island as a large group. Fashioned after the “Venceremos Brigades” of American leftists visiting Cuba since 1969, the Maceo Brigade’s three-week visit received prominent attention in Cuban state media, thus intensifying the animosity participants faced back home. While not all BAM members shared the ideological commitments of its leaders, Abdala joined the wider chorus of the group’s critics, dubbing so-called maceítos “lacayitos” [lackeys] of Havana. One issue of the University of Miami’s collection of Areito even offers visual testimony of this acrimony, having been defaced by Abdala members. “Devil’s Brigade Against Human Rights. Abdala,” they scrawled.

Nonetheless, participants in Areito, BAM, and Abdala circles shared considerable generational sentiments that, in various ways, undergirded their contrasting positions toward Cuba’s revolutionary regime. Abdala members’ anti-assimilationist, anti-United States points of view, for one thing, replicated the Areito group and BAM’s own, the product of parallel, if ideologically opposed, estrangements from Main Street USA. “It is illusory,” noted Areito’s first editorial, “to think that our national traditions can be maintained for an indefinite period of time in a piece of Miami, New York, or New Jersey. Our national tradition is intimately rooted in Cuba, its history, its heroes, its martyrs, its people.” Echoing such sentiments, a draft flyer found in a vertical file of Abdala ephemera went so far as to ask: “Are you a Yankee Cuban? Be Cuban. Try It.”

More significant, however, were the enduring ways both abdalistas and BAM members traced their preoccupation with Cuba to the common dislocations they endured as children. Nowhere is this clearer than in each group’s portrayal of Operation Pedro Pan—the clandestine, U.S. government-backed,
Catholic Church-supported airlift of fourteen thousand-plus unaccompanied Cuban children to the United States between 1960 and 1962, future BAM members and abdalistas among them.80 Operation Pedro Pan was depicted by BAM participants as a swindle—a propaganda ploy on the part of the CIA to drum up anti-Communist fervor on the island by spreading false rumors of Cuban government plans to send children to Russia.81 To this day, the emphasis of such allegations on pain and manipulation strikes many veterans of the program as Castroite blasphemy.82 And yet, without duplicating the intensity of BAM members’ views, abdalistas, too, denounced the adverse consequences of their parents’ actions. In May 1971, twenty-one-year-old Abdala member Luis Reina described his own exodus as part of the secret children’s exodus. If Reina was sent to live with an American family in order to escape “Murderous and Traitorous Communism,” the cultural confusion clouding his upbringing represented a tragic loss for the nation—a loss, that is, until Reina took hold of the “personal will” denied to him as a child, recuperating “the Cuba he carried within.”83

Common grievances notwithstanding, by the fall of 1978, young Cuban exiles in pro-Havana circles had upped the ante considerably by playing high-profile roles in a series of direct political dialogues between high officials of the Cuban government (Fidel Castro included) and preselected “representatives of the Cuban community abroad.” The goal, ostensibly, was to negotiate two weighty issues: the release of political prisoners and the right of more Cuban exiles to return to the island as visitors. Yet despite the inclusion of moderate, anti-Communist exiles willing to deal with the Cuban government on issues of mutual concern, the so-called diálogo struck most Miami organizations as a brazen, despicable effort of the Castro regime to court a full normalization of U.S.–Cuban relations while Jimmy Carter appeared disposed to doing so.84

Once again, though, Abdala stood apart from the most uncompromising forms of opposition and violence that so-called dialogueros faced. In a pair of strongly worded editorials, the group made clear that their skepticism stemmed not from any intrinsic opposition to negotiating with the Cuban government, but rather from the perception that what was happening was not true negotiation or dialogue at all. Welcoming the potential release of political prisoners but describing the process as more “monologue” than equal exchange, editorials intimated that the exile–government meetings were but a pretext to announce an accord already reached between Havana and Washington. As it turned out, they were essentially right: the basic outlines of the Cuban government’s eventual commitment to releasing three
thousand-plus detainees had been previously agreed upon in a series of secret negotiations with U.S. officials, stalled at that point over Cuba’s military involvements in Angola. Thus, by arranging the public exile dialogue, the Cuban government had effectively forced the United States’ hand on an established piece of the roadmap to improved relations. Veterans of the process subsequently acknowledged as much, and when they did, some participants in the diálogo concluded that they had been used as pawns.85

Abdala also distanced itself from those groups hung up on the diálogo as a potential smokescreen for Jimmy Carter’s normalization agenda. Why cause a fuss, they reasoned, if effective “coexistence” had already been U.S. policy for years? “We have never fallen victim to the almost neurotic preoccupation that sees the formalization of [U.S.–Cuban] relations as the end of all efforts to defeat the Castro tyranny,” they argued.86 Similarly, when the dialogue made it possible for some 100,000 exiles to visit the island on expensive package tours in 1979, abdalistas did not lament the end of isolation, but urged travelers to spread anti-Castro ideas.87 “It would be tragic to think,” the group had previously asserted, “that quarantining the Castro government could get us anywhere. . . . The moment calls for penetration of national territory.”88

Most importantly, Abdala spokespeople disassociated the organization from the threatening campaigns and, at worst, direct assaults carried out against those exiles facilitating renewed contacts with the island. On April 28, 1979, Carlos Muñiz Varela, a twenty-six-year-old BAM member and travel agency owner, was gunned down brutally in San Juan, Puerto Rico, while en route to his mother’s home. Such actions not only wasted time and money, Marín Duarte argued; they also helped make insignificant pro-Castro acolytes into international martyrs.89 Backhanded opposition hardly represented a firmly moral stance against murder. But this position did put distance between Abdala and the most hard-line militants of the era.

The animosity between Abdala and Areíto/BAM was real. Yet in hindsight, the inter-generational, anti-American animus brewing in both collectives stands out as much as their differences. In the context of the wider exile anti-imperialism of the 1970s, BAM’s criticisms of the instrumentalization of Cuban children during Operation Pedro Pan did not, in the abstract, represent such a dramatic departure from Agrupación Abdala’s own indictments of Washington’s historic duplicity. When it came to assessing the actions of their parents, moreover, Abdala members’ expressions of resentment at times surpassed Areíto’s own. While Areíto contributors at least cushioned the blame by in part portraying their parents as victims of U.S. government
propaganda, abdalistas on occasion directly impugned an older generation for not just leaving the island but taking, effectively, the cowardly way out. A July 1971 article, for instance, had this sardonic advice for prospective attendees at Abdala’s First National Congress: “If [your parents] ask . . . why you’re wasting time doing something for Cuba, tell them that you want what is yours and what they did not want to give to you. Your parents were born and raised in a Cuba that had many problems—economic depression, robber politicians, and ambitious military men.” The author, Antonio García-Hernández, continued: “But when it was their turn to fight for what was theirs, they took the easiest decision: FLEEING CUBA.” Whatever Abdala’s involvement in still-buried histories of Cuban exile violence, indictments of exile choice in light of prevailing narratives of the community’s involuntary origins represented nothing short of sacrilege.

CONCLUSION, A LO AMERICANO?

Despite its record and longevity, Abdala petered out in the mid-1980s after several years hemorrhaging members. Veterans remember 1980 as a key turning point. The exodus of 125,000 working-class and, often, mixed-race Cubans from the port of Mariel that year—a veritable social explosion from the ranks of the Revolution’s chosen people—may have vindicated the organization’s less-than-sanguine take on life under Castro. Yet after years of unpaid work, tensions between founders in the Zona Norte and their increasingly conservative Miami colleagues compounded pressures to make a life, especially as members aged into their thirties. Much like what occurred within Puerto Rican and Chicano student groups of the era, FBI infiltration, personality conflicts, and stress—not to mention the inherent difficulty of sustaining militant long-distance or diasporic nationalism from within the United States—eventually took their toll. Within a year, a crop of Abdala’s longtime organizers had resigned.

Thereafter, Marín insists that Abdala remained faithful to its founding principles. Evidence suggests, however, that new political winds subtly began reshaping the group’s work. Whereas Abdala had spent the 1970s attempting to sever the exile community’s umbilical cord to Washington, the organization’s remaining superiors were soon making inroads into the U.S. Capitol building. Indeed, though Abdala’s first, short-lived DC presence dated to 1971, in 1981, the group began calling for a “lobbying effort that might influence the foreign policy of this country toward Cuba.” Notes began to appear in Abdala’s newspaper reporting on Gustavo Marín Duarte’s
meetings with U.S. congressmen, and leaders happily relayed news of attending events at the Reagan White House. Given Abdala’s links to the YPSL and its parent body, Social Democrats USA—both organizations where future neoconservatives cut their political teeth—some members may very well have been swept up in the Reagan revolution. Or, having been burned by the 1978 diálogo, not to mention the Mariel crisis (a dent to exiles’ reputation on the U.S. national stage), perhaps abdalistas, like many newly minted “Cuban American” strivers, came to prize a seat at the proverbial table above all else. To wit, in 1985, an Abdala delegation participated with White House support in an International Youth Conference conceived as an ideological counterpoint to long-running youth festivals convened by the Soviet bloc. Hosted in Jamaica by the government of staunch U.S. ally Edward Seaga, the gathering of (among others) Young Republicans, Latin American centrists, anti-Sandinista Nicaraguans, Soviet dissidents, and even Afghan guerrillas relied on the Reagan administration for half of its $2 million in funding.

And yet Abdala could still surprise. In a long piece on U.S.–Cuban relations published in late 1984, the organization firmly restated its goal of gaining “direct access” to the White House—something never of much concern in the past, particularly given the group’s aversion to “Plattismo.” Still, it would appear their intent, unlike the recently founded and eventually better-known Cuban American National Foundation (CANF), was to change the direction of U.S. policy rather than stay the course. “The policy of containment applied to Cuba in the form of the ‘embargo’ and no diplomatic ties has resulted in the freezing of Cuba’s internal and external situation,” they argued. “If current policy has failed, we must conclude that a fundamental change is needed.” Nonetheless, it remained unclear whether that meant advocating for a unilateral lifting of economic sanctions, a hands-off policy on exile covert action, or both.

Ultimately, the maligned strategy of U.S. isolation stayed intact, island-based insurgency remained a pipe dream, and other Cuban exiles—above all, CANF’s Jorge Mas Canosa—mastered working with Washington rather than against it. Abdala’s history, though, recalls a time when “Cuban American” and “Cuban exile” were not yet the synonymous or situationally deployed terms they tend to be today, when Cuban expatriates clung to “revolutionary” imaginaries of their own, however questionable their methods or allies. Such dynamics recast Gustavo Pérez-Firmat’s description of U.S. and Cuban cultures as fundamentally “appositional” in his seminal study *Life on the Hyphen*. For while the intersection of Cuban émigré and American political
concerns undoubtedly proved generative, tensions between exile and U.S. government approaches to the island’s predicament remained as important as their synergies. Abdala’s youthful criticisms of exile elders, meanwhile, serve as a powerful corrective to simplified portraits of an island bifurcated by revolution. Particularly during the era of détente, divisions among Cubans never mapped so easily onto the basic geography of the Florida Straits. Beyond a straightforward tale of anti-Communist flight—“beyond,” in the words of critic Ricardo Ortiz, “the neatness of the two-Cuba split”—“far messier” contests over historical memory, political legitimacy, and strategy defined the fabric of Cuban exile life.97
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